
Double Helix #2 by Adrian Mariano (avm4@cornell.edu)
In this dance couples progress up or down the set as in a beckett dance but also cross to the other
side of the set. The diagram below left shows the progression with the number one couples marked
with letters and the number two couples marked with numerals. Musical notes mark the top of
the set.
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Starting Configuration

2↑# #↓2

#↓2 2↑#

2↑# #↓2 2 = man

#↓2 2↑# # = lady

2↑# #↓2

#↓2 2↑#
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To begin the dance have dancers form four facing four lines. Then have the couples on the callers
left side all turn as a couple, producing the configuration shown above on the right, where squares
represent men, circles represent ladies, and the arrows show the direction each couple is facing.
Couples are now facing their direction of progression and as in a four facing four dance, they need
to remember it to end in the correct direction on alternate sides of the set.

A1: Pass through up and down to progress (4)
Insides handy hand allemande (4)
Pick up partner and star promenade across the set

with a butterfly whirl (8)
End facing inward in long lines

A2: Long lines forward (4)
Long lines back, roll the gents away (4)
Long lines forward (4)
Long lines back, roll the ladies away along the set to. . . (4)

B1: Swing the next person along the line (8)
Circle left once around (8)

B2: Face up and down the lines and pass by the right (4)
Swing partner (12)
End facing in direction of progression

Notes: This dance is a double progression dance, but because of the change in direction, you will
swing every fourth neighbor twice in a row and skip the other three neighbors. The allemande and
star promenade will alternate direction, with men in the middle one time, and ladies in the middle
the next. At the ends, if nobody is there, turn as a couple. With an even number of couples
immediately start the dance with the allemande. With an odd number, at the bottom, wait out
one time then re-enter the dance with the pass through at the same spot where you came out of
the dance.


